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SPA Suggestion

High protection eye
treatment designed specifically for the eye area that allows you to reduce the
signs of fatigue and aging, perfect after a stressful day or exposure to the sun,
perfect for having a bright look every time.

Welcome
(Always included in subsequent treatments).
Peace of mind, joy of the senses.
Exclusive blend of aromatic oils, stimulates a deep sense of well-being, it is always
included before each treatment (RITUAL) because every gesture is a ritual.
Prep. for all types of facial and body treatment for example a welcome before a
wellness program (sauna, Turkish bath and fitness).

90 Minutes 100 € - Including SPA kit
Beauty leg
Touch massage comfort. Treatment draining perfect legs.
Specific to drain reduce cellulite and refresh leaving relief and lightness.
100 Minutes 120 € - Including SPA kit

“Hanakasumi” Path
Escape to the sensory cherry blossom and lotus
Let yourself be pampered with a nourishing Japanese ritual
and
Emotional Path
sauna, turkish bath, ice waterfall, scrub
120 Minutes 140 € - Including SPA kit
Path “ceremonie d’orient”
Evasion of oriental inspiration with fragrant and warm spices “ballottines” to relax
the back muscles and the entire body.
105 Minutes 130 € - Including SPA kit
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Massagges
FACIAL MASSAGE
Regenerates, relaxes and hydrates. This massage is suitable for
everyone and all kinds of skins, stimulating its natural functions.

30 Minutes

€ 35,00

RELAXING MASSAGE
Alleviates tension, muscle contractures, reduces stress and
gives a profound sense of well-being.

60 Minutes

€ 55,00

60 Minutes

€ 80,00

60 Minutes

€ 60,00

90 Minutes

€ 90,00

50 Minutes

€ 50,00

50 Minutes

€ 50,00

CELLULITE MASSAGE
Drainage with specific cream and serum.
“HOT STONE” MASSAGE
An extraordinary relaxing, detoxing and draining massage.
This pleasantly effective massage with volcanic stones
restores tone, elasticity and a sense of well-being.
“COMFORT ZONE” RITUAL
A calming and enveloping massage for anyone looking for
some peace and quiet and real relaxation, escaping from
stress and the daily routine.
“MEDITERRANEAN” MASSAGE
Inspired by the warm and vibrant soul of Mediterranean
culture, this massage will give you a profound sense of
wellbeing and vitality thanks to the use of basil, orange,
lemon, tangerine and bergamot essential oils.
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Facial Treatments
BEAUTY VISAGE
Preparation of the skin to have a brighter face and a longer
suntan. A deep-cleanse facial treatment with a scrub that’s
also suitable for delicate and sensitive skin, a relaxing
massage and a specific facemask.

60 Minutes

€ 60,00

110 Minutes

€ 90,00

45 Minutes

€ 55,00

C-COLLAGENE HYALURONIQUE
This customized anti-aging facial treatment packs a
powerful punch of pedtides, antioxidants, firming collagen
and hyaluronic filling agents. A mineral microdermabrasion
of volcanic rock and salicylic acid will prepare the skin to
receive the “injection-like” effects of our wrinkle filling
serums. Includes a facial massage and collagen lifting mask
to plump and repair the skin.

HAUTE REGARD
Treatment specifically designed for the eye contour area,
helps immediately to diminish signs of fatigue and ageing.
Combining the hands of the beautician with modelling
porcelains specially designed by Sothys, this treatment is
a unique moment for the eyes.
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Body Treatments
HANAKASUMI
Experience the ancient art of beauty with this relaxing and
enchanting body ritual inspired by Japanese tradition.
The journey commences with the application of a warmed
exfoliating cream with Cherry Blossom & Rice Powder.
A second exfoliating massage softens skin and invigorates
the body. A unique foot massage based on reflexology
revives vital energy complete with a full body massage of
melted aromatic shea butter bringing blissful relaxation.
CEREMONIE D’ORIENT
An aromatic journey inspired by the Oriental rituals of
South East Asia. An exfoliating spiced marmalade scrub is
followed by an energizing massage using smooth pebbles
wrapped in aromatic bags soaked in warm oil.
The body is enveloped in deep relaxation, the spirit
soothed and the skin hydrated, soft and luminous.
ART & BEAUTE’
Art and beauty combine in this unique treatment with
products that are mixed and blend to create a composition
of delicate, floral fragrances for deep relaxation. The
massage is performed with a porcelain accessory that
decontracts and relaxes the muscles of the whole body,
nourishing, hydrating and delicately fragrancing the skin,
with an anti-oxidant action.

60 Minutes

€ 80,00

60 Minutes

€ 80,00

75 Minutes

€ 80,00
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Body Treatments
BODY SCRUB
Treatment consisting of turkish bath, three salts peeling,
massage with moisturizing cream.

60 Minutes

€ 60,00

50 Minutes

€ 55,00

PERFECT LEGS DRAINING TREATMENT
Draining is essential to favor fatty acids and toxines
elimination by improving the microcirculation and thus the
beauty and comfort of the legs.
Sothys associates ginger and wasabi extracts in its draining
program for beautiful and less swollen legs!
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Beauty Touch
NAILS TREATMENT
CLASSIC MANICURE

€ 25,00

NAILS RECONSTRUCTION FOR HANDS

€ 45,00

NAILS RECONSTRUCTION FOR FEET

€ 40,00

MANICURE SPA (ANTI-AGEING HAND TREATMENT)

€ 35,00

PEDICURE SPA (REFRESHING FOOT TREATMENT)

€ 45,00

POLISH CHANGE FOR HANDS OR FEET

€ 10,00

HAIR REMOVAL
UPPER LIP-FACE

€ 12,00

UNDERARM

€ 15,00

BIKINI AREA

€ 12,00

BRAZILIAN BIKINI

€ 15,00

ARMS

€ 20,00

HALF LEG WAXING

€ 25,00

FULL LEG WAXING

€ 35,00

BACK

€ 25,00
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INFORMATION AND RESERVATIONS
Dial 55 or call the reception 9.
MED Spa & Wellness OPENING HOURS:
Massage and all treatments on demand: daily from 09:00 to 20:00 p.m.
Sauna and steam room: daily from 10:00 to 19:30 p.m.
Fitness room hours from 09:00 to 08:00 p.m.
Hairdresser: on request.
FITNESS
Our Fitness room is equipped with the latest Technogym equipments dedicated to cardio
workouts and strength included a multi-kinesis system for a complete exercise that acts on
endurance, balance and flexibility.
CANCELLATION POLICY
A four-hour cancellation notice is required to help us reschedule the appointments.
Any cancellation with less than four hours notice will incur 50% of treatment fee.
Cancellation without notice will incur 100% of treatment fee.
SPA ETIQUETTE
We recommend our guests to arrive 10 minutes before the start of the treatment.
In case of delay the service will end at the scheduled booked time.
For the use of the services is compulsory to wear a swimsuit and slippers.
MED Spa is not responsible for the loss of personal items. We suggest to use the hotel safe for
your valuables.
Children under 16 years, if alone, are not allowed to enter in the Spa.
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